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keN rumble is the author of Key Bridge 
(Carolina Wren Press, 2007), which one 
reviewer describes as an “exuberant free-
verse tour of Washington, D.C.” He works 
as the marketing director for the Green 
Hill Center for North Carolina Art and 
lives in Greensboro, NC with his daughter. 
His poems have appeared in the literary 

journals Octopus, Fascicle, Coconut, Cutbank, Parakeet, the tiny, 
Carolina Quarterly, and others. He is currently at work with his 
father on a nonfiction book about the Antarctic ozone hole.

reb lIvINGSToN is the author of Your 
Ten Favorite Words (yourtenfavoritewords.
com – Coconut Books), editor of No Tell 
Motel (notellmotel.org) and publisher of No 
Tell Books (notellbooks.org). She lives in 
Northern Virginia with her husband and 
son. 

Sara femeNella is a poet. She lives in 
Brooklyn.

Hell, there are no rules here—we're trying to
accomplish something.     —Thomas A. Edison

This year, I brought in April Carter-Grant to help
me with the PDF and the layout of the print
issues. She is a professional graphic artist/
photographer who lives in L.A. with her husband
Dan Grant who also happens to be an artist.
They both are now part of the MiPOesias Family.
April is also the photographer of Miguel Murphy's
portraits. I have to say "Caliente!!"

This magazine is my Pygmalion. Having April
help me with the print side of the magazine gave
me more time to "expand" into other publishing
areas such as full length books (coming soon) as
well as other areas of personal interest such as
painting acrylics which gave me a chance to step
away from the computer. Didi Menendez
needed to step away from the computer. By
stepping away, I expanded my view of the issue
at hand and found a way to publish in print
without the usual resources ($). Expanding our
view of something we are accustomed to doing
day in and day out can be difficult. We have been
taught there is only one way of doing it and that
is it. We become accustomed to doing it that
way.

The wheel can not be reinvented. I refuse this
theory mostly because I do not have the re-
sources ($) to change things the way they have
always been done. However, love does not have a
price. When you love something you find a way
to continue doing it regardless of the resources
available to you. I had to go a few times around
the block to turn the magazine into my vision of
what a Poetry publication should look like, feel
like, read like.

Perhaps to get around the block you take up
flying. Rolling skating. Marathon running. Fence
jumping. Eventually you find a better way to get
there.
And here we are.

  —Didi Menendez
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GabrIella TorreS was born in a small 
town in Iowa where the adjacent mighty 
Mississippi runs fast and true. She now 
lives in Brooklyn, New York, with her 
boyfriend Aaron and their two furry sons. 
When not petting dogs she passes on the 
street, Gabriella sings in two bands with no 
names and bakes apple pies.

mIcHelle bucHaNaN runs a 
mechanical contracting firm in Upstate 
New York. When she is not working, 
Michelle enjoys spending time with family 
and friends, painting, poetry, and creating 
her podcast, One on One with Michelle 
Buchanan, which airs on MiPOradio. 

mIGuel murpHy is the author of A Book 
Called Rats, winner of the Blue Lynx Prize 
(Eastern Washington University Press 2007) 
and editor of PISTOLA: A Literary Journal of 
Poetry Online (www.pistolamag.org).

barbara JaNe reyeS was born in 
Manila, Philippines and raised in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. She the author of 
Gravities of Center (Arkipelago, 2003), and 
Poeta en San Francisco (Tinfish, 2005), for 
which she received the James Laughlin 
Award Academy of American Poets.

cHrISTopHer STackHouSe is a 
writer and visual artist originally from 
Michigan. He has worked in several media 
including film and video, music recording, 
staged theater, painting and drawing. He 
is a contributing editor at Fence Magazine; 
a 2009 MFA candidate in Writing at Bard 
College; a New York Foundation for the 

Arts Fellow in Poetry 2005. His drawings, essays, reviews, poems, 
and other writing have appeared in various print and on-line 
publications. He is author of a collection of poems, Slip (Corollary 
Press, 2005), and co-author of Seismosis (1913 Press, 2006) which 
features a collaboration of Stackhouse’s drawings with text by 
writer/author/professor John Keene. Christopher Stackhouse lives 
and works in Park Slope, Brooklyn.
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P.F. Potvin
is a writer, musician, and ultramarathon runner.

Discover his latest adventures at www.pfpotvin.com.

Get The Attention Lesson at Amazon.com,
Barnesandnoble.com, Lulu.com,

and Powellsbooks.com
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continued, next panel

My body a map, my body 
 a weathered ship, my body, this body 
reluctant, a body tired hiding words under 
 the cover of the night
a body under the cover of the night
 anticipating zero together we were 
bodies reading each other 
 sideways interpreting hands 
and kingdoms, this body forgotten, this body 
 alone without a constellation or a map
a body local, a body lost, a body 
 for another body, this body for an eye
always a body then a rift, 
 a body understanding, a body at large.

A body in an outtake, a body
 on the other side of the world
waiting, collecting letters, receiving
 signs, establishing a sound in the pattern
a rhythmic decoding of 
 have, have-not and rescue
at this moment there is a body 
	 floating	in	the	middle	of	the	lake
his	body	floats	and	imagines	
 that it is entering a new territory
in this new world her body reappears 
	 magnificent,	come	shining,	come	
a message from a thousand years past. 

What we have is a failure to use 
 our bodies wisely, my hands like 
marionette’s	wooden	fists,	tiny,	up	
 against the giant, assaulting the air
your hands disappear, become zeros
 a series of codes forgotten, I want 
to	find	your	body	in	a	field,	my	body	
 to understand your body, lightly
my body to hear your breath, to invite 
 the acknowledgement of the various 
rivers in my veins, of the lake in my back
	 where	you	are	infinitely	wandering.
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continued, next panel

A body disguises itself
 a body reappears and listens
to the sounds of its footsteps
 on an otherwise empty street
always a body, this body
	 wandering	and	finding
messages your body left 
 behind, forever and 
a body and a day is 
 timeless is before the beginning
and after the end, in the middle 
 an army of bodies
a body on the verge of repair, a body
 in the making, a body now revealed
a body through time, a body searching
 the coasts for what remains, for some
outline of your body.

A body discovered slipping 
 through the cracks in the hallway
in the corner of every room, a body 
 at rest waiting for the hour to collect 
itself, to rediscover time and once again 
	 find	the	lonely	rift
a	body	in	need	of	clarification
 a body reprised, a body 
and a river intersect at the designated 
 meeting point
a body inside the gap in time, one body 
 points out to the other, 
there is nothing more I can give 
 but everything, a body looks away.

Your warm little body
 how I lost your body
then my own, a body 
 at war, a body through time
a body collides is compromised
 a body compromised
how many wasted bodies
 a life history of bodies
in	flight,	a	body	singing
 a body relentless
a body found mistaken
 a body, taken, then returned.

All over again a body
 negotiating your body like 
a reoccurring dream
 always just on the horizon
or in the calm before 
 the tidal wave drops
I give you a body to take 
	 beyond	the	fields	you	know
to	find	a	collection	of	bodies	
 never a body left behind
the memory of your body
 two bodies in time, between us
a river resides, a body 
 that still remembers the kingdom.
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PoP Artist

see more of  the artist’s work at 
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Paul Hoover
PaulHooverPoetry.blogspot.com

available at 
www.spdbooks.org

available at 
newamericanwriting.com

available at 
omnidawn.com/hoover/
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Christopher 
Stackhouse

gets so high up here thinks I should just write ourselves a letter

“dear secretary of painful
you must study yourself enough
to know your grandfather’s nose and tooth
to see where his daughters in him come from.
It’s mysterious ribbon how he hears himself
In the reading of this heat and tomb – identical! Yes!
she is his little witch is bizarre how she builds a little boy

(in a whisper anymore more divine this would be only an intimation) it’s
cause
- there she goes being pulchritudinous again
and I’ve guessed the destination of gorgeousness
a detailing web. a spindle taut is cruel as animus
the moaning court of stately animals (in a whisper anymore. is
than anima – as loathing is the aura of deep love different that rejects
the oldest carnal science of decay and return
and so forth can you recall if her wisdom refracts in extant change?

Wondering Amanuensis this love once began a chapter of division,
I don’t know what.
this collection of thoughts devastates generations it follows
talks to me too much – 
it will never allow me to finish the sentence though so readily
scribbling my Labyrinth of Down –
and then

- do sons and daughters equate if a universe is a girl is fire
a hurricane pitched on water refused by air the imagination
of stars its due leave a snail without it’s shell on a stone I am
thus confused torn preciously apart as clouds on a palette
of June, of Light, of Fate, of Heaven -

Mater – Pater
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Cheryl Townsend

noT your normal phoTographer

ohio

www.arTmajeur.Com/CherylTownsend/



Love bings on like a walk sign,
the tale tell lips of strange preacher:
rustlers, and Dixie, all men saved
Mars’ red and wary light –
as if down the lane the maid isn’t
listening at the porch door: the porch 
with the red and 
blue op art canary portrait
by the famous ________, who 
could’ve guessed? you?
Too late 
for jazz rock,
the train’s laid up in a snare 
she rose. Ramiform from a center
he dahlia. One, one, two, three,
you know she begonia. Perennial contenders
with fine delts, tight abs: recommend oblique work.
He or she or we foxglove, wide or close grip, one and
two armed. There walking, walking, 
walking, or the world spinning 
around her there walking/
there, there. 

1 Yours & Mine.

1

  Ken 
Rumble

photographs by 
Mario Gallucci

Learn 
All 
This 
Stuff
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from St. Apples
oooooooleelleeeoooeellvoleovvleoovvloeloovvleevole
     vvvoovvvvllleeovovvoeeelvovolleoooovoovvveeel
     eleeoeoeeolvelvoelovleveoeeeelvoeeeleoveeeee
        llllllllllllllllvlllelllollllllelllllllv
   lo o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
    v v ev v v ev e ve
  All the leaves are changing.
   all the leaves are XXXXXalways
      ch   in
        ang  g
   I’m in trouble

    I have seen your fa
           ce
  Sing, little mis-
      e r y, sing
    is   this  the hum
         an
          conditi
          on?
green   yellowyellowyellowyellowyellowgreen
ginko     short        ginko
    there is someone behind me

    the Xtruck drives
      right
      through t
         he trreeee
    The  s.
      re
   aren’t
      rules in   the trees
only bir    ea     ea
 ds    ting,   ting
  the one s
     un shines off
      eachkey the trucks
      drive right

    what am I
         doing here
            XX
          ?
 I love the way your 
hair blows back through the 
     su
        n
lo     lo     lo
  ve is   ve is  ve is i i i i i i i
     s e
       lov   is
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We’ll leave  
   a poem out  
     for you

www.NoTellMotel.org



From “The Little Mermaid”:

She gave up her voice for him
learning to mimic the minimalist style
he advocated in his workshops.

www.amidsummernightspress.com

Lawrence 
Schimel
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Billy  
Collins

Billy  
Collins

I N T e r v I e w e d  b y  J e N N I  r u S S e l l
p o r T r a I T  b y  l y N N  b e H r e N d T

I N T e r v I e w e d  b y  J e N N I  r u S S e l l
p o r T r a I T  b y  l y N N  b e H r e N d T



One of my favorite poems in your latest collection, The 
Trouble with Poetry (Random House, 2007), is the poem 
titled “Statues in the Park.” Can you tell me a little about 
how this poem came to be? When was written? Where did the 
idea come from?
 
I’m glad you like that poem, or any poem of mine for that 
matter. As with many other poems of mine, the poem 
itself begins by saying how it came into being. A friend of 
mine mentioned that in equestrian statues, the position 
of the horses hooves tells you how the rider died. Both 
hooves up means he died in battle; one hoof raised means 
he died off the battlefield of wounds inflicted in battle; 
both hooves down means he died of natural causes, or 
at least not a military cause. By the way, I often use this 
strategy by which the poem begins with what caused it 
to come into being. In other words, start with the “back 
story.” And I encourage this kind of gambit in workshops. 
Better that than starting in a kind of psychiatric medias 
res. Like any poet, I am always on the prowl for new 
metaphors, and this one of the statues seemed to offer 
promise. After all, it has to do with Death and Art. What 
more could a poet ask for. All I did was extend beyond 
the military the notion that your statue (if you were so 
honored!) would reveal how you died: suicide? trauma? 
 
Do you have a favorite poem in The Trouble with Poetry?
 
I don’t have a favorite poem of mine in that or any book. 
The reader, not the poet, is the one to have “favorites.” 
Frankly, I have absolutely no interest in any of my 
poems. They’re orphans searching for a reader to adopt 
them. Or kick them out into the snow. 
 
Your poems often begin in a defined place, or with an 
accessible entry into the poem, but gradually the reader is 
moved into the unfamiliar so that by the poem’s close their 
senses have been distorted. Is this effect intentional?
 
Completely intentional. I learned how to go from a 
familiar, often domestic setting such as the kitchen 
table, to less familiar realms from Coleridge’s so-called 
“conversation poems.” If the poem is to go some place, 
it has to start some place. I like to make the reader feel 
oriented in the beginning and pleasantly disoriented at 
the end. After all, at the end of the poem, I often don’t 
know where we are. So how should the reader know? 
From the clear to the mysterious: that is a structure basic 

to lyric poetry in western culture.
 
 What do you like to read? And do you read prose—novels 
and nonfiction? Who are your favorite novelists? Are you ever 
inspired poetically by prose?
 
I read widely, but slowly. I read at a steady 30 miles 
an hour. In fiction I prefer novels with little plot, a 
lot of word play, and general air of pessimism. I love 
Saramago’s Blindness and any thing by Thomas Bernhard. 
But I like Hemingway (especially its traquilizing effect), 
Ian McEwen. Michael Chabon. Richard Price. William 
Trevor, Thomas McGahern who is the best Irish story 
man since Joyce. Plenty of non-fiction too. Right now, I 
am in the middle of Wilfred Sheed’s terrific book on the 
composers of the American song-book, The House That 
George Built.
 
What are some of the difficulties of having a seemingly 
accessible and clear style? Is that something you have to work 
on—revising the poem to its most lucid state?
 
Well, I think it’s more difficult to be clear than to be 
obscure. If you write with a certain, respectful level of 
clarity (I mean in sentences!), the reader sees what’s 
going on and can buy in or check out. If you write 
incomprehensibly, no one knows what’s going on and 
why should anyone care? Being difficult can be high fun 
as with Ashbery, but there is only one Ashbery. The rest 
of them (he said broadly) use language as camouflage. 

I’m not saying my ten-year-old daughter could write like 
a “language poet,” but that’s only because I don’t have a 
ten-year-old daughter.
 
Do you begin a poem with a line, an image, or something 
else? Do you have a clear idea where you want the poem to 
go when you sit down to write, or do you discover where it’s 
going through the writing process?
 
I begin with anything that will get a poem going, 
anything that sounds like “Let’s go!” I sometimes see a 
path, but it often turns in a direction I didn’t foresee, 
and what happens there is really what we know as 
“poetry.” that verbal practice that is different from (and 
superior to) prose.
 
If you could imagine your ideal reader, who would it 
be—just one person. What’s his/her age, class, education 
level, occupation, physical appearance, sexual orientation, 
hobbies, religious beliefs, etc. Who is your ideal (but 
imaginary) #1 fan?
 
My ideal reader is a tall, beautiful woman who has 
just had an argument with her cheap, mean-spirited, 
insensitive, husband. But if she’s not around, anybody 
who opens a book of mine is my ideal reader.
 
Will you share a recent poem with us?
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The day they explained in science
what it was we were all composed of—
a little phosphorus, a bit of potassium —
 
I realized that my body was largely
a body of water, not as big
as Lake Huron or even Walden Pond,
 
I calculated on the walk home,
but a place where an idea might float
and wishes could swim in schools unseen.
 
I could feel the breeze ruffle the surface,
and by the time I reached our drive,
I even saw a heron frozen on the shore.

Composition

Billy Collins
United states Poet laUreate 2001- 2003

Billy Collins is an American phenomenon.  No poet since 
Robert Frost has managed to combine high critical acclaim 
with such broad popular appeal. His work has appeared in 
a variety of periodicals including The New Yorker, The Paris 
Review, and The American Scholar, he is a Guggenheim 
fellow and a New York Public Library “Literary Lion.”  His 
last three collections of poems have broken sales records for 
poetry. His readings are usually standing room only, and his 
audience – enhanced tremendously by his appearances on 
National Public Radio – includes people of all backgrounds 
and age groups.  The poems themselves best explain this 
phenomenon. The typical Collins poem opens on a clear and 
hospitable note but soon takes an unexpected turn; poems 
that begin in irony may end in a moment of lyric surprise. 
No wonder Collins sees his poetry as “a form of travel 
writing” and considers humor “a door into the serious.” It 
is a door that many thousands of readers have opened with 
amazement and delight.  

Billy Collins has published eight collections of poetry, 
including Questions About Angels, The Art of Drowning, 
Picnic, Lightning, Taking Off Emily Dickinson’s Clothes, 
Sailing Alone Around the Room: New & Selected Poems, 
Nine Horses, and The Trouble With Poetry and Other 
Poems. A collection of his haiku, titled She Was Just 
Seventeen, was published by Modern Haiku Press in fall 
2006. He also edited two anthologies of contemporary 
poetry: Poetry 180: A Turning Back to Poetry and 180 
More: Extraordinary Poems for Everyday, and was the 
guest editor of The Best American Poetry 2006.   His next 
poetry collection is tentatively titled Ballistics and will be 
published in 2008.

Included among the honors Billy Collins has received 
are fellowships from the New York Foundation for the 
Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the 
Guggenheim Foundation. He has also been awarded the 
Oscar Blumenthal Prize, the Bess Hokin Prize, the Frederick 
Bock Prize, and the Levinson Prize — all awarded by Poetry 
magazine. In October 2004, Collins was selected as the 
inaugural recipient of the Poetry Foundation’s Mark Twain 
Award for humorous poetry.

In June 2001, Billy Collins was appointed United States 
Poet Laureate 2001-2003.  In January 2004, he was named 
New York State Poet Laureate 2004-06. Billy Collins is a 
Distinguished Professor of English at Lehman College of the 
City University of New York.  

“Luring his readers into the poem with humor, Mr. Collins 
leads them unwittingly into deeper, more serious places, a 
kind of journey from the familiar to quirky to unexpected 
territory, sometimes tender, often profound.”

— The New York Times



est. November 8th, 2000
from Didi Menendez’ desk

in sunny Miami, Florida

www.MiPOesias.com
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Reb 
 Livingston

The Third Chronicle of Marriage
Gigolo devoured all her crumbly 
danish, she knew him piggish, but 
she was Apron, wife to Fishyman 
and accepted her calling to nourish 
cads, languish in louts. Gigolo 
spoke, “In my speakeasy, Mummy, 
I am among artists and they are 
married to other artists. I am there 
among my peers and they have 
wives they treat as peers. Unlike 
these artists in my speakeasy I 
am free, I am free and dandy and 
have no envy. I gawk and wolf and 
sample the lushy lush peerlites. I 
lick each one and stick her right 
back to him.”

The Sixth Chronicle of Marriage
Relieved, for I broached spinster, 
Shameman offered Gigolo my 
hand, but he would not grip. 
Shameman offered my meaty 
heart, but Gigolo considered it 
bellyache. Shameman offered 
all my sorted parts and soon the 
fishymen bartered my barley. It was 
agreed: “I, Gigolo, will possess 
this pleasing, vacant vessel, I will 
possess and do as I please, for I 
love her, my gaspless, honored 
Damsel!”

The Seventh Chronicle of Marriage
“You . . . Damsel with Beast as blissed partner. Slogging through varmints 
in her apartment. On her mattress the breeding Vandal shall spill . . . and 
exit before sunrise. You must gush your adoration thus and only thus will 
you be joined for brunch.”

“You . . . Miscreant with mews as blissed partner. Choking her milk for 
him. On the rug . . . the Beau shall snicker, the Beau shall quake . . . milk 
shall snort and pine and sour slowly. You must share your lust sparingly 
and thus and only thus will your postcards be answered.”

“You . . . Apron with spatula as blissed partner. Waxing her mancatcher 
for him . . . she shall burn the trinkets, char the tendrils . . . sever all 
elastic babble. You must become Bogeywoman and thus and only thus 
will you receive your regard.”

T he Eighth Chronicle of Marriage
He . . . dandy . . . He exchanged a kinglet . . . In 
the snivels of Tabernacleville he . . . He obliged 
the god Shameman with winking trinkets. He 
pleasured the loyal Harpy, misusing all sorts of 
produce . . . He answered his Apron’s prayers 
. . . rejoice . . . a subordinate, Damsel of her 
very own. He emboldened the Shepherd of the 
meadow . . . shared gobbling instruments. . . 
mazzy specula. He unstitched the Damsel of 
Tabernacleville beginning with her mancatcher.
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Earlier versions of these poems were first 
published in Reb Livingston’s blog (http://
cacklingjackal.blogspot.com/)





“The Poet and the Poem” begins its 31st year 
on air, January-June 2008.

Now recorded at the Library of Congress, 
the series is fed via Public Radio Satellite 
Service, free of charge to all public radio 
stations. Check local listings.

12 one-hour programs will include Charles 
Simic, Poet Laureate of the U.S., and the 
Witter Bynner “Fellows” at the Library of 
Congress selected by Charles Simic. Other top 
American poets are featured in the upcoming 
season. After broadcast the programs are 
available from the Pacifica Radio Archives in 
California. Selected programs are showcased 
on MiPOradio’s “On Location” at www.
miporadio.com. This series is featured in the 
Encyclopedia of Broadcasting for its longevity 
and entertainment value. Grace Cavalieri is 
founder of the series and has produced and 
hosted since 1977. Full audio programs are 
found on www.gracecavalieri.com.

Grace Cavalieri



Lee Herrick’S
by Michael Parker
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The 
Indefatigable 
Hope for Place

This Many Miles from Desire

a review of



r e v I e w  b y  m I c H a e l  p a r k e r

“We need roots to be able to stand 
straight and grow strong.”  

            — Thich Nhat Hanh [1]
In his debut collection, This Many Miles From Desire, 
Lee Herrick tackles one of literature’s most beloved and 
familiar, yet never outworn, themes – the search for place, 
which encompasses the archetypal journey toward home 
and one’s pursuit of identity. 

Integral to the success of this theme is the writer’s 
ability to generate the emotional gravity ever weighing 
upon the searcher’s soul. It’s a battle of opposing forces. 
At one pole of the soul, there is that struggle against 
displacement, incompleteness, self-scrutiny, feeling 
forsaken, et al. Compounded with these spirit-breaking 
emotions are those seemingly endless “what if I were” 
and “what would have happened if” moments that prey 
upon the already beaten spirit. And at the other pole 
resides one’s raw hope, which attempts to keep the fragile 
equilibrium from a slide into despair. It is this sense of 
emotional gravity that resonates throughout Herrick’s 
beautiful, brilliant collection. 

Lee Herrick knows this aching and indefatigable desire to 
find place, and the moment when the soul affirms “Here, 
...I am home... .”[2] Born in South Korea, he was left on 
the steps of an orphanage, adopted at eleven months, and 
raised stateside. 

This Many Miles From Desire is a testament to this longing 
for home as it analyzes poem after poem the internal 
struggle against abandonment. Years ago, I was fascinated 
with the National Book Award Finalist novel Frog, by 
Stephen Dixon. I mention this not to compare Herrick 
with Dixon’s Joycean-like tome, but rather to point to 
their similarities in the naming conventions for their 
titles. Dixon’s chapter titles take on the nickname of the 
books hero, Frog, and they also reveal Frog’s primary 
act or whereabouts for the chapter – Frog In Prague, 
Frog Remembers, Frog’s Nanny, Frog Fears, Frog Going 
Downstairs, Frog’s Brother, Frog Reads the News, Frog 
Wants Out, Frog Acts, etc. 

Herrick’s titles for many of his poems, likewise, 1) take 
on the identity Herrick saw himself as, (i.e. the “Korean 
Adoptee”) and, 2) reveals the major action of the poem 
or his whereabouts – “Korean Adoptee Returns to Seoul,” 
“Korean Adoptee Daydreams,” “Korean Adoptee in Phnom 
Penh,” and “Korean Adoptee Thinks About Plants.” 

The significance of Herrick’s 
titles for this string of poems lies 
in the nameless narrator. This 
lack of name accentuates an 
adoptee’s and orphan’s loss of 
identity. Furthermore, Herrick, 
by being so nondescript in his 
naming convention, seems to be 
commenting on South Korea’s 
culture and its economic strains 
upon families -- they are not 
able to raise their own children 
and thus they drop them off at 
orphanages by the thousands each year.[3] And even in 
poems that have nothing to do with South Korea or Lee’s 
past, Lee still focuses on the orphans and abandoned ones. 
In “A Thousand Saxophones,” a poem commemorating the 
victims of the Hurricane Katrina flooding in New Orleans, 
Lee writes that he can hear “a thousand children crying 
for their mothers or fathers”[4].

The content for many of these poems, then, touch on the 
emotions and daily struggles of these kids. Consider, for 
example, the poignant poem “Lines.” Herrick compares 
the lines of orphans standing before adopters to the 
playground lines in which the “scrawny” kids are the only 
ones left unpicked for the sports team at recess:

The dreadful kickball line, up against the wall so the 
strong kids

could decide who to pick, who to pick, eyeing each 
scrawny kid

to fill out their team, each of us looking down at the 
sad gravel 
wishing we could burrow into it and out of this 
lineup...[5]

Another major and crucial aspect of the theme of lost 
identity is one’s sense of ancestry. Herrick never knew 
his birth mother and this fact weighs heavily on Herrick’s 
observations throughout the collection. In fact, Herrick 
seems acutely aware of the sounds around him. Everyday 
sounds, to him, take on the sound of a mother. In his 
opening poem, “Ars Poetica,” for example, even the waves 
invading the beach sound like “mothers whispering to 
their children in the front pew.” [6]

This effect of his birth mother’s absence is present often, 
lightly weaving in and out of lines as if it were the mere 

substance of shadows aching for form. “The blues,” writes 
Lee in “Salvation,” is what mothers do not tell their sons.” 
This realization leads Lee to focus on the ideal situation 
– “the ideal room,” the book shelf that holds his three 
favorite books, and a photo of his childhood, “the one of 
[him] with the big grin.” 

But the most touching aspect of this poem is in the 
direction Lee takes it, circling it back around to focus 
again on his birth-mother. “I wonder,” he writes, “what 
songs my birth mother sang in/ the five months she fed 
me before she left me/ on the steps of a church in South 
Korea....I wonder/what songs my birth mother sings and if 
she sings/them for me...”[7].  

Indeed, whenever Lee returns to the ghost of his birth 
mother, his language arrests the heart and makes 
you more aware of its every beat. This is the effect 
the touching “Adoption Music” had on me. As an 
introduction: a monk is teaching “Lee” about awareness 
and visualization, especially regarding how he can hear 
(imagine) how a mother might say his name:

...Like the woman 
who finds you says, Lee, like a discovery – 
one more child found in the world’s history 
of found children. How she said it like the echo 
of one plucked e string, a clear pang of delight. [8]

Another poignant example of this theme also surfaces in 
“Father’s Voice.” Herrick begins this moving poem asking: 
“What goes blank in the child’s mind/when the sound of 
the father’s voice/cannot be heard or even conceived?/
Would it be soft? Would it be deep/enough to make you 
swoon?” 

Herrick’s answers are effulgently thoughtful: 

...Perhaps 
the sound of a father’s voice is like a 
flower, opening and shrinking at the 
weather’s discretion, the light of a woman 
might provide or take away. How 
much light does a child need to grow 
into something worth saving, worth 
recollecting in a tranquil field, gold 
stalks of corn and whole miles swaying 
back into the earth, like a whisper. [9] 

Indeed, to Herrick, the search for place, home, 
and identity has always been about the longing for 
recognition, acceptance, companionship, love. In “Korean 

Adoptee Thinks About Plants,” Lee acknowledges that he 
once considered chronicling the roots of plants. And then 
questioned if he should chronicle his own – “...deep [roots] 
or lack of them/born, loved, left,/found, chosen, loved 
again and again....”[10] 

Lee’s search is also a longing for connections that last, 
“the desire to work toward something tangible,” [11] like 
holding his “wife’s tender hand,”[12] a “pact to be like 
brothers,” [13] or even “the foundations of a mother’s 
enduring love” [14]. 

In this collection, Herrick carries the weight of these 
themes throughout the collections length, taking us across 
oceans, into foreign countries, and down unfamiliar 
streets and villas of Korea, Tai Shan, Beinghing, China, 
Pusan, Seoul, Phenopenh, Panaool, Qingdao, Lima, Hue, 
Cusco, Rincon, Antigua, Oaxalo, and Mexico City. Herrick 
highlights the transitory elements in all of these cultures, 
making it evident the bond that connects us. His poem 
“Hotel Posada Belen,” (Guatemala) is a fine example, as 
one of the closing images ingrained into our minds is of 
the “ownerless dog in mid-flight to nowhere.”[15] 

There are absolutely two things I admire about Herrick 
– his humaneness and his sense of grounding. Regarding 
Lee’s humaneness: In theory, in practice, it’s existential. 
Like John Donne, Lee understands the connection the 
individual has with this world. And it is more than 
obvious how conscientious Lee is as he analyzes and 
describes, as if he might be writing about his self or 
simply holding this being’s fragile outcome in his hand. 
Another way of saying this is that Lee endows everyone 
with their own essence, as if he understands their heart 
and actions and allows them to have their own intrinsic 
nature without any judgements. 

Indeed, Lee’s attitude is toward the ascension of people, 
raising them out of the throes of their normality, 
nothingness, discouragement, and into acceptance, 
companionship, and love. And likely, this may all just be 
the fruits of Lee’s nature – optimistic, hopeful, and kind. 
Nevertheless, there is this sense of hope present for his 
characters, for humanity. 

Lee’s hope for things is evident in “Three Dreams on 
Korea: Notes of Adoption,” in which he transfers his 
dreams on the people he comes in contact with. In this 
poem, Lee is enamored by a dancer inside a church. He 
reflects on how she speaks with her hands, her every 
move. Notice how he translates her actions and how he 
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displaces his inner longings onto her: 

I hear her rise, sweetly 
from her knees to her feet. 
This means she believes 
in dreams. I hear her 
slide her hand, sweetly 
along her hair. This means 
she believes in the sun. 
I hear her move towards me 
and place her open palm on the door. 
This means she welcomes me. 
This means she believes 
in the miracle of possibility. 

It’s not the dancer who believes in such things. Rather, 
it is Lee who believes in dreams, who believes in the 
sun, and who believes in the miracle of possibility. It’s 
breathtaking reading how the smallest of miracles for 
Lee come in the minute possibilities. Indeed, This Many 
Miles From Desire makes for universally relevant poetry, 
especially in a time when the effects of displacement 
(through one act or another) fills the news cycles daily. 

Regarding Lee’s sense of grounding: The themes of 
Herrick’s prose feel grounded. In the 2000 film Gladiator, 
directed by Ridley Scott, the Roman general Maximus 
(played by Russell Crowe), before embarking in battle, 
would kneel, dig his hand deep into its soil, sift the 
earth between his fingers, and then smell it. Maximus’ 
ritual seemed his earnest hope at being grounded with 
the place, knowing the land at its foundation no matter 
which country his army was commissioned – even if it 
were among the land of the barbarians. Lee’s skill as an 
interpreter of life’s experiences reminds me of Maximus’ 
ritual of awareness – that desire to be grounded, to know 
the place, to know it even as one would know home.

I don’t know if Lee gets down on his haunches to dig 
around in the dirt and analyze its smell. But the process 
of becoming grounded with your surroundings is aptly 
fitting. And Lee does seem more than comfortable with 
all of the locations he addresses. What does it mean 
to be grounded? It means to have an understanding 
and awareness, much like a sage or mystic. It means 
“choos[ing] the weight,” and being a bearer of the weight, 
as he writes in “After Kundera.” It is giving “...her/the 
weight of your heart and carry[ing] the weight of hers,/all 
its rhythms,/all its scars,/all its perfect questions.” [16] Lee 
alluded to this concept of grounding at a special reading 
at Fresno City College commemorating the publication of 

this collection. He said, “[p]oetry is about absorbing the 
little things....” [17]

Being grounded with your subject, thus, is knowing how 
to absorb every detail right down to the littlest things. 

Indeed, Lee displays a sage-like wisdom, understanding 
and awareness. 

Lee’s poem “Belief” reveals this talent. 

I go around believing everything. I believe that 
the leaves turn orange in October out of fatigue. 
I believe that an acoustic can heal.  
I believe just a little in all of your Gods 
and even more in the compassion with which you 
praise them. I believe what Nietzsche said, that 
without music, life would be a mistake.  
I believe in my own mistakes and deities. 
The way they gather round me at night 
like feeding birds. I believe in the sound of my breath. 
I have discovered the pleasure of belief, the surrender 
of the intellectual, and the moment when thought 
gives way to the heart. I believe what Paz said, that 
the many who read poems worm their way into  
immeasurable realities, and in the mirror of words, 
discover their own infinity. I believe in manifestos. 
I believe in collecting and keeping and giving back. 
I believe in the day I gathered fifteen petals of a fallen 
pink rose, and let them stand for my failures and 
aspirations. I believe in the strength of a tired 
mother, reading poems in secrecy,  
discovering the sound of her voice. 

In closing, I have to admit here my personal affinity 
with This Many Miles From Desire. Recently, I was at the 
hospital waiting for my son who was undergoing an MRI. 
I brought Herrick’s book with me. I carried it everywhere. 
I read it while I waited at his empty recovery bed. I 
pondered many of its poems as I walked the perimeter 
of the immense medical park. Herrick’s treatment of the 
unknown mother/orphaned son relationship, and the 
desire and longing for the affection of those ties, was 
expressly amplified while I waited. 

Unexpected emotions freely flowed to the surface as I 
read his beautiful poetry and pondered the themes and 
relationships that Lee hungered for as a child. Each poem 
became my prayer because that is how each poem seemed 
to come out of me, like a prayer, like a glowing lamp of 
hope. Because of this, because of the beautifully-crafted 

poems and universally relevant themes, I express my 
superlative admiration and love for This Many Miles From 
Desire. I’ll never forget it. 

There are books that matter and books people will 
forget not long after they put them down. Lee Herrick’s 
This Many Miles From Desire is a book that matters. A 
weighty collection, a worthy compilation fitting for the 
best of recognitions. Endearing. Thoughtful. Insightful. 
Breathtaking. 
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This is a substantial collection of contemporary and 
experimental poetry, with an unusual feeling woven across 
it, of sharp visual displays and sweeping time and distance. 
The grand composition, combined with a more free-
flowing new/old style mix, give a peculiar coherence and 
power that builds across the pages. True, this does not take 
leading-edge risks all the time, but it’s a great way to feel 
the more motive pieces from the poets here. 

XANTIPPE 4/5 opens up with a flowing rhetorical piece 
from Julie Carr, with mix-n-match metaphors, evidencing 
the case, and a word-keyed hallucinatory type of 
surrealism, all the time still hooked to a familiar reductio 
plea. How to follow that? A surprise little blip from 
J.Hopler mad me laugh precisely because it lived in the 
recoil space of J.Carr’s blast. And then “The Wildflower 
Field” seems to cart in the ‘big vista’ motif, quietly. The 
placement of these poems has its own music. Like Jasper 
Bernes’ sounding, in-rhyme, sparseness, and a sort of 
“space-commander” word pallette, like the word association 
and explosive faceting of Brendan Iijima. 

Sharon Osmond has a column/sparse/concordance style 
that was a look into the writer. The concordance (I call 
it) is straight, intimate. K.Silem Mohammad riffs on “The 
Poordom” to excellent effect, tieing the newer work-the-
word play with the familiar rhetoric style it came from. 
There are some great Spanish translations (L.Henry), Lisa 
Jarnot has a large historical chunk from “Robert Ducnan: 
The Ambassador From Venus”, Maragaret Ronda grazes in 
and out of the surreal, and Gina Meyers has a piece has the 
pace and style of a cyclic time-lapse film, then a rhetoric 
like a tech slideshow that has the media trauma buiild to 
this dual shock/banality. 

I’m sorry I have to leave many out, but so many are in 
this volume. The reviews are very useful for someone just 
getting familiar with the hugeness of the poetic scene, with 
intense, thoughtful, but short reviews, in quantity.

Overall, this was a thrill. It took on much of its force and 
clarity via a larger orchestration. I’m not at the ultimate 
avant edge myself, so I appreciate the paving and splicing 
of this journal. Each of the poems gets extra heat from that.

—Jim Knowles
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Ink painting is the oldest artistic expression originating 
from the same family as calligraphy in China and later 
in Islamic art.[1] Painters of these ancient dynasties 
fulfilled the purpose of honoring the dead, protecting 
royal and familial burial sites, illustrating the teachings 
of Confucius, or depicting the lush and majestic Chinese 
landscape, which was thought to be the highest form 
of painting.[2] Thus, their art was important culturally; 
but more significant is the fact that they represented the 
poetic vision of that age.

In these modern days, there are a number of sumi-e, 
calligraphy-like painters of some influence -- Drue 
Kataoka[3], Susan Christie [4], Wang Nong[5], and 
Lisa Chakrabarti[6], to list a few I’ve encountered in 
my research for this review, and who have achieved 
some form of notoriety. But the ink paintings created 
by the Seattle artist Duane Kirby Jensen is a complete 
departure from the traditional form, content, theme, and 
even color. Where the traditional aesthetic focused on 
a quiet, minimalist style -- the essence of natural forms 
and the pure and invisible spaces surrounding them -- 
Jensen’s style exudes generation-x flamboyance; it’s ink 
impressionism high on ecstasy and it’s in-your-face vivid, 
alive, sexy, and engrossing -- his paintings draw you in and 
hold you firmly with tentacle-like appeal.

Duane Jensen, according to his website Three Frogs 
Swimming, chose ink as his medium of choice after 
working with watercolors, acrylics, graphite, pastels, 
and oils. “They did not feel the way I wanted them to 
feel,” Jensen explained. “They didn’t turn out the way 
I envisioned them. I just could not see my artist’s voice 
manifested on the canvas.”[7] In the late 1990s, Jensen 
visited the Tacoma Art Museum to see an exhibit with 
Dali, Picasso, and other world-renowned artists. It was at 
this moment that he was introduced to ink paintings.[8]

As is the case with many artisans, other artistic genres 
influence their style, passion, and themes. Jensen is no 
different, feeling the influences not only from other 
famous painters, but from poetry and even film. Jensen 
feels his style was most influenced by the surrealists 
Salvador Dali, Dorothea Tanning, Edvard Munch, Yves 
Tanguy, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Edward Hopper, and 
Lois Silver. What drew him to these artists was their 
underlying themes of isolation and noticeable revelations 
of the character’s internal dialogue.[9] 

Another influence was the effects of poetry, particularly 
the experience of performing it. In his early twenties, 

Jensen recalled being 
heavily into poetry. 
He believed that his 
poetic voice was fully 
developed. “When I 
would read at open 
mic nights, I could 
see people reacting 
to my words. I could 
sense them tasting 
the words, leaning 
into the sound of my 
voice and reacting to 
its texture. That’s the 
effect I desired for 
my paintings.”[10]

Lastly, Jensen feels influenced by film noir, specifically 
attracted to the genre’s general theme of the individual’s 
disenfranchisement from society and the individual’s 
growing isolation even when surrounded by a crowd.[11] 
This influence is evident in his painting “The Tea Drinks,” 
in which Jensen depicts two men and a woman sitting at 
the bar of an Asian tea café, drinking from their miniature 
tea cups. Through the dark blue windows, it appears a 
storm is raging. In this well-lit café, however, the three 
patrons, one would suppose might find commonality in 
their circumstances and appear friendly, talkative, at least 
displaying body language that is open. But the opposite 
is the case: they all appear to exist in their own worlds, 
encumbered with their own lives and the ghosts of their 
own experience. There is no acknowledgment even of the 
other’s presence. The mood this scene creates is obviously 
cold and discomforting. But it is amazing how this mood 
creates a fourth presence in the room -- the vast open 
space surrounding the patrons. It feels gargantuan, like a 
barricaded continent no one dares to cross.

Another painting that speaks at the loneliness-in-the-
crowd theme is Jensen’s exquisite “Five Conversations 
About Isolation.” Jensen has painted five luxurious women 
in rich, eye-catching blues, greens, and reds. Thematically, 
like the patrons in “The Tea Drinks,” the fascinating 
aspect is the seeming lack of connection between 
them. The focus is on the woman in the middle, who is 
withdrawn, nearly curled up into herself -- her eyes are 
closed, her head is turned away from the viewer, and her 
face points down. The other women are aware of her, but 
their reaction to her ranges from disdain to concern to 
apprehensiveness to “I’m going to pretend I’m not even 

aware of you or your problems.” It perfectly captures 
many of the reactions we find ourselves experiencing 
often when faced with someone else’s misfortune.

Rarely, however, do any of Jensen’s paintings depict a 
crowd, even though they are staged in places where a 
crowd or another person should be present. For example, 
in the painting “In the Early Morning Light She Struggles,” 
there is a missing lover. In other paintings, there are 
the missing children frolicking in the ocean waves; 
the puritan-dressed woman sitting alone in her empty 
house; and the women who have gone out on the town 
but find themselves alone at the bar, restaurant, café, 
or club. What is most fascinating about these scenes are 
how tangible the absence of people are. Perhaps they are 
there on the periphery. But more than likely, Jensen has 
masterfully drawn the scene like a film director and his 
cinematographer, intentionally building a scene showing 
the evidence of the absent others -- the disheveled 
bedding and the empty bed, the intentional glance off 
the screen, etc. Leaving the crowd “invisible” or “absent” 
indeed draws one’s focus on the psychological arc of the 
subject, which is depicted in the visible contours of the 
model’s expressions and body language.

An example of this is depicted in the fascinating painting 
“Within the Slow Swirls of Smoke, Signe Finds a Few 
Moments of Tranquility.” In this composition, Signeis 
sitting at the bar, smoking a newly lit cigarette. Jensen 
has muddied the details around her eyes so you can’t tell 
if they are half open or closed. She seems withdrawn and 
distant. One side of her face is clearly in shadow. Perhaps 
she is experiencing tranquility, as the title denotes. And 
perhaps not. In this scene, Jensen captures the reality 
of opposites -- the haves and have nots. One hand holds 
a cigarette while the other hand clasps at air. But most 
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striking: the details of the room are clearly-defined 
while her features are nubilous, as if she were a mere 
impression of herself; and this representation of her 
“allows” for many intriguing psychological interpretations.

Jensen’s characters have such a psychological depth 
to them. Their despair or hope or happiness in life is 
apparent in the lines and the shadows hanging about their 
face; it’s apparent in the creases around their eyes, in their 
expressions. It is also apparent in their body language -- 
the way the women hold themselves, place their hands, 
if they are able to look directly out of the painting at us, 
etc. One of the key psychological components in these 
paintings just might be how Jensen is able to capture 
despair. And Jensen nicely captures the despair in many 
of his models. For example, consider the painting “As She 
Contemplates the Suffering of Small Children and Women 
at the Hands of Uncaring Men, a Moment of Hope Lands 

Upon Her Window.” We don’t need his full title to explain 
to us that she is melancholy and despairing. It’s evidenced 
in the manner in which she has buried herself into the 
corner of that windowsill and how tightly she holds 
herself, as if she would come all undone if she were to let 
go. And the fact that she is at the window also hints at an 
inner-longing to escape her circumstances. 

I would like to move on and address Jensen’s use of 
color, especially in regards to skin. When I first came 
across Jensen’s work, I was perplexed by his depiction 
of the human skin using brightly colored rainbow-like 
brush strokes. I honestly questioned its likability. But as 
I analyzed more of his paintings, I quickly changed my 
mind. In fact, I learned to love how these colors helped 
depict not only shadows, but how they extracted the 
model’s mood and portrayed their multifarious emotions 
on the landscapes of their flesh. In this light, Jensen’s 
use of color to create multi-colored skin fascinates--it’s 
mystical, as if it represents the very symbol of life or the 
very characteristics of our soul -- beauty, lovingkindness, 
wisdom, endurance, humility, understanding, passion, and 
judgement.

Another quality I appreciate in Jensen’s style is how he 
employs both long and short brush strokes, especially the 
elongated ones -- they have a beautiful rhythmic quality, 
not unlike the intricate flow of a river. Because of this, 
the viewer’s eye naturally falls into and is able to easily 
follow the currents of the composition to key landmarks 
or objects such as a richly deep starry sky, an inviting 
ocean, a desolate desert, or a woman’s eye, mouth, 
backside, or even a cigarette being held in a hand. Indeed, 
the lines lend an extraordinary expressive power to his 
compositions, especially when they focus on an object 
that is void of lines, such as the whites of his model’s 
eyes. In many of his works, the white’s of the eyes –are 
untouched and the lines often are drawn in a manner that 
create a vortex that leads the viewers eye directly to the 
gleaming whiteness of the eyes. This is most evident in 
“As Night Falls, the Beautiful Huntress Prepares Herself,” 
“She Casts a Glace His Way -- in an Instant, His Soul was 
Hers,” and “Raw Defiance.”

As I noted above, Jensen exhibits a fascinating rhythmic 
style -- there are sections of long, drawn out strokes that 
help establish moods that soothe and comfort; and at 
times, his brush strokes are staccato-like, reflecting the 
inner-most feelings of his characters (i.e. unease, urgency, 
sense of alive-ness, etc.)

A perfect example of the long brush strokes is Jensen’s 
painting “After Traveling The Long Path, She LooksToward 
The Sky Seeking Answers.” In this work, a beautiful 
woman with jade-green eyes looks up into sunburnt 
colored desert sky. The long, sweeping vertical strokes 
on her cheek and neck create emotions that soothe. The 
impression we are left with, assuredly, is that she is at 
peace here in this open desert. (This effect is apparent 
also in “Beneath the Blue-
Black Sea of Night,” which 
displays one of the most 
richly drawn starry skies 
I’ve seen in watercolor 
or ink. Also consider “In 
the Clear Blue of Day, She 
Stops in Stunned Disbelief;” 
“Beneath The Fire Filled 
Sky, Tina Pauses to Lay in 
the Grass;” “She Lingers 
Upon the Bridge;” “She 
Casts a Glace His Way;” 
and “From Within the 
River of Nights Dreaming;” 
and “Raw Defiance,” to 
name a few.) Indeed, there 
is amazing composition 
throughout Jensen’s online 
collection, especially in 
regards to the rhythms and 
tone created by Jensen’s 
various lengths of brush 
strokes, and also in the 
thought-provoking themes 
of isolation and escape.

Let me close this analysis 
on this latter theme of 
escape. Throughout his 
works, Jensen uses the 
ocean, the earth’s grand 
landscapes, the vast openness of the sky (both day and 
night), doors, hallways, windows, and rivers as key 
symbols of freedom. One of my favorite examples of this 
is the painting “She Hears the Summons of the Deep.” 
Jensen paints a blonde woman at the sea’s edge, removing 
a long, heavy red robe and walking toward the seemingly 
turbulent tide. In many Feminist works, the sea is the 
ultimate symbol of freedom and escape. Consider Kate 
Chopin’s classic American novel, The Awakening, Virginia 
Wolfe’s novel To The Lighthouse, and even Jane Campion’s 

masterful film The Piano. The female characters in these 
works have an abiding affinity with the liquid power of 
the sea and Jensen captures this same essence in this 
composition. Thematically, we may differ on this young 
woman’s intentions. Is she merely going skinny-dipping? 
Is she seeking a baptism of the flesh and soul? Is she 
intending to walk into the surf and never walk back out 
of it? No matter what we may perceive, the symbolic 

intentions of Jensen’s 
heroine seem unequivocal: 
she has sloughed off the 
heavy robes of her past 
and confidently she walks 
into an adventure with a 
new suitor, whose currents 
she has willingly agreed to 
travel.

FOOTNOTES
1. Janson, H.W. History of Art. 
Prentice Hall, New Jersey. Fourth 
Edition. 1991, page 308.
2. “Chinese Painting,” WikiPedia 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Chinese_brush_painting
3. DrueKataokahomepage. Bio at 
http://www.drue.net/
4. Grain of Sand Exhibition, Susan 
Christie, June 3 - 29, 2005,  
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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continued, next panel

Raw Defiance

She Hears the Summons of the Deep, Whose Whispered Words of Love are 
Sprinkled Upon the Breeze, Until She Sheds Her False Skin, Then Merges 

Within Its Liquid Embrace
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Come With Balloons
The man I’m meant to love 
flies towards me, up the coast, 

already his ink
on my collarbone, his handshake in my knees.

I write him one word
at a time, wash a pill down 

with white wine, while the great brass band 
of Come Soon hoots and rat-tat-tats around the room,

dum da dumming a welcome home parade for one, 
hello, hello aren’t you lonely? The noisy veracity 

of my hang-ups and grudges, my encyclopedic 
appetites: I want to fuck to Mahler’s 1st. I want naked, 

 
soulful horseplay on the floor of every room, 
but then I want a lot of things. 

I know I am meant to love him 
because around him thank yous and pleases 

are like coins and water, like 
we are in Georgia all the time. No,

that is why I want to love him. How I know
I was meant to is different. It’s something

that smells like gasoline and like spring. 
Or just before it, when the winds 

sting in March, how they smell
of something coming

The Secret of Everything That Concerns You
Eventually it will begin
to make sense, the tower, the bride
and the wasp’s nest, watch the thin braid 

of smoke through your father’s name,
the claim that falls with a thud behind you, 
in front of you three trees 

that seem like a door, that seem like a road 
you know, because you know trees, 
know they are real and so you will understand
 
when it happens, she will come to you with her hand 
stretched like an altar, that panicky swell from childhood
of incense and cloth, she will come plotted, her mouth

like algebra, and you’ll hold your breath as the pin 
of a grenade: that stab of surprise to see 
how much she reminds you of you. 
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Seduction
Hey legs on the street we are walking an achy 

topography of being, on the one hand, two girls, young, pretty,
and good friends in our flippant discourse of
we already made our mistakes with each other, while

on the other hand, a tiny skirt, black eyeliner, living between 
the nocturnal predators and their prey, that uncertainty 

whether to stay still or to run, chewing a hangnail.

We drank like living, running out of everything,
beer, eggs, milk, vodka, cigarettes, that was it, life 
on the 3rd floor, taking out the garbage, very little sleep,

her pills, we had a lot of time for nothing, morning 
bloody marys and waffles, Woody Allen films at 2am, or late
afternoons we Campari-and-sodaed, once she said, a man 
who owns a suit, she said that, it was funny, for some reason,
we couldn’t stop laughing.

Carrying around the conversation starter like debris,
an unfortunately long landscape of possibilities, we swore
we wouldn’ talk about it, but frankly like a long sloop 
of eye traveling from the neck down, a palpable gleam of 

not actually sorry shores up with us, over our changes,
the new apartments, everything into boxes, the new lovers, the awful jobs, 
a wedding, two deaths, 15 lost pounds, the gloss of

thank you for being there for me meaning resolve to arm
in arm, and see the self through the eyes of a lover, it disappoints,
still a eucalyptus loneliness in the claw foot tub, but drinking less, 
so, she cuts her hair and I’m growing mine, fruit flies gather by the recycling, she was 
always messy, and then the paper trail of cruel, how could she think that, really I am. 

There were raccoons by the water, raccoons in the city!
like the crow, like the red fox, they were omens, casting 
protective shadows of it wasn’t our fault
we were by the water, when he knelt beneath me, 
the lub-lub, lub-lub, lub-lub in the chest, the letting 
of his hands, we were by the water, we saw raccoons, raccoons!
she once said she heard him every time she had sex, 

she said that and I understood how to be kind to her,
but there by the water I breathed mine, mine, mine.

It’s astonishing. Another birthday with
chopsticks, we drink and call ourselves women,
laughing, you have no idea how confusing it is, 
this being woman and now, the predators, 
owls, hawks, wolves loping through the snow hissing be 
suspicious, each paw print, each lolling tongue. I am 

a good friend. She is looking through the window at 3 cute men on the corner
waiting to cross, she touches one finger to her cheek. Almost telling her, saying something 
stupid like, and I will never wear that dress again. Ever. 

The Easy Way
My attraction to west coast 
utopian tragedy is a thimble of sentiment 

because I don’t love you,
my wonderful sexual failure, 

my endless wreck of a chase—
we have no sense of humor! 

A crumpled bill on the kitchen table–ten dollars, 
ten dollars!– a little leg, a shiner, 

the split level ranch affair 
shrinking in the rearview mirror, 

not quite small enough
to be called the past.

Airplanes I do well with the left hand 
hooked around the goodbye.

City of did-you-hear-that, of what-shall-we-do, 
of when-will-I-see-you-next, 

professor struck in a yellow windbreaker, 
my latte and tabloid sprint 

 
through the airport, all the clocks 
stopped at half-past 5.

Longing for Kyoto, a sincere dream that’s 
been there all along, an unfucked thing, 

a city like a nest of lilacs,
a little rowboat of calamities 

drifting slowly towards us,
our currency of massages 

and cigarettes, 
beer and grilled cheese.

Leaving you, who I do not love, 
will be easy,

one promise after another
we will not keep, but we don’t know this yet, 

this overcast city of water, 
this living well,

we swim in it, our word loose 
and unwieldy, baffling as pretty girls.

continued, next panel
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It’s Over, That’s A Windfall, I Know

           -L. Goode

Laura, I’m smitten, I lied; I’m hard
 up for my savage aria, the very
 estuary I pawned off myself – I miss it!
The parlors fill with great-aunts and morticians,
 my little litter of egg-shaped bribes, 
a guilty sort of lip-bite, l’amour sortie.
Henry, see, your intravenous riddled
 points were lost on me. A slick
 and sonorous abandonment via fish-eye.
My slight-of-hand and pointed tooth grenade:
 the dove and veil of scientific
 poor conditions, or terminate the grandeur,
swell suspicion with a sweep of arctic 
crap, my altruistic mellow side
a rectitude of cello flung awry. 
Laura, a sprig of quiet wouldn’t hurt
 you, lake duration passed the night
 of fondue pied-a-terre. 
Henry was jet-set at the sight of legs
rife with transition— I was an easy 
lay alright, but damn! the acquisition. 
Forgive my candor, my snide omission.
 The standard rate for heart reiterates
 a lachrymosely personal ambition. 

   *  

Alas Poseidon pawed the Gods away
 from us, repress the princess, spoiled heir,
 the lonely one, oh savoir-faire a moment.
Your prima-donna stoned and napped 
to dawdle. What we want are parquet floors, 
views of the park, what we heard was that 
you ditched him, mostly sugar, smart but haughty, 
primed in Harris tweed and whiskey, “My my” 
 he cried, “now look who’s dancing!”
Tuesday’s paper: silver dollar pancake offers,
fait accompli, and zut! 
the orchestra staggers home at dawn;
Laura, was Venice really that beguiling? 

 
 

Where skull tattoos set spines alight, 
you appreciate the claim to breasts 
and queries, while the con-men quest to solder 
tongues electric, stopping 
in a boardwalk photobooth for a souvenir.
We suggested him a shave, a haircut, paper notes 
of gentleman’s luck scattering
past their holy shit. We crass
and battle-swept like hell, well, girls are like that.

 
   *

A sluggish muse igniter thumb. Follower 
gun. Laura’s handshake 
firm and seeks the seeker, my sardine scale, 
my salty kiss or sex for breakfast Henry, 
my masculine aesthetic. Who said that? 
These horizontal rains keep slain us 
to the morning, tethered we to meaning
to the giving, going down, so
sing me, sing November Rain,
oh Henry, when are you stopping by? 
See comets massive grapefruits 
gypsy through the sky.
Hollow passive spleen to ways 
of seeing and the sexy co-eds’ 
lazy beer-pong haze brigade. 
Hard the city when you shout 
the winter, hate the cold and was I 
rosy-cheeked and preening
California mountain snows, 
but we’ve been cold before. 
A crate of lacking mental loops and that 
I want you, write you in me—
my heart yet written astonishing, 
but various unpeopled. 
Henry here, lie down elate beside me. 
I’ll tell the elk story, unless 
of course, you’ve heard that one already.

An Apt Misunderstanding and I Would Thank You

I have often wondered what a man has felt once I had left 

his life. What thoughts would fill his days, what memories 

would plague his heart. Did I want to be a ghost? Did I 

want to haunt his every attempt at finding love again? Did 

I want to be the enigma that she forever has to contend 

with? After reading Allegrezza’s brutally honest coming to 

terms with his own loss, I now hope that I am none of the 

above. Not since Ethan Hawke’s “The Hottest State” have I 

read such undaunted, unabashed professions of foresaken 

love. 

Segmented in three chapters, the first is a series of 

numbered laments of voids, of memories, of obvious 

dismay. These are more than love-sick sobs, they are gut-

wrenching wails, questioning their reason and the very 

existence of the cause. There is realization, as in these 

lines from the poem “XVIII.”; 

 

i am shamed 

desiring something when nothing 

remains 

 fragments scattered along wood 

floors do not constitute a story 

nor does praise signal connection 

 

And also in “XXVII.” 

 

i waded through years of dreams 

the only way to continue and not 

deny that my road was lost 

that you were no beatrice and this 

was no pathway to salvation 

 

What’s the saying about a woman scorned? It’s like the 

first time I heard Clapton begging to “Layla”... I had to 

find out who that woman was. The hints were there. 

Nothing vague, no real facade. He was honestly

 besotted and in anguish over his desire. In “XXX.” 

there is resemblance: 

 

i am well aware for whom i 

write these words 

 Was she? I want to know. Did she read these poems? 

Did she realize what love was available to her? And 

when she did, did she turn around? In “color dreams”, 

we get a possible, but not a definite. 

 

a tired hand shuffles through papers 

the room is in shadow 

 

“I could never explain events to her afterwards” 

 

pearls water off ithaca 

paintings phones children’s pictures 

 

plants sound with wind through leaves 

a cat perches on a ledge watching 

 

“It took years for her to disintegrate” 

 

he remembers watching the fishers 

in the port of nauplion haul in a day’s work 

 

a pen rests in a drawer 

under light from a broken lamp 

 

“I planned but never understood how it would feel” 

 

candy jars memories spatulas 

colors dreams. 

 

 If most men feel, emote as Allegrezza does here, there’s 

been a dire misconception going on. I owe you an apology.

—Cheryl Townsend 
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Featuring line-drawings by Stackhouse & poems-as-essays by Keene—
handed back and forth and back again, written and rewritten, drawn 
and redrawn—Seismosis penetrates the common ground between 
writing/literature and drawing/visual art, creating a revisioned 
landscape where much of the work is abstract, or abstracted, or both.

The multiform agreements the texts & the drawings make, from a brilliant 
& decisive center, are revolutionary, antilinear, and highly responsive. 
The result is a sophisticated call-and-response affair. A pioneering event 
between two African-American artists, Seismosis is a formal experience.
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MIChELLE Buchanan
my body parts
My body parts were meant for you,
and you alone.

Like my knees, did you
know they are here for you to rest
upon? Sit down. Let me tell
you all the ways I can be of
service.

My arms, bone cages to protect you
from breakage of your own or shoo
the flies away on hot summer days
when they won’t stop circling. And my feet,
padding your steps.

I bet you didn’t know that my legs
run for you and my lower back
has a system of checks and balances
to keep you well and in tune.

The inside skin of my elbows is meant
specifically to keep your upper arm cupped
and warm. My heels, kickplates
to save yours.

My breasts, for your humor and
this soft belly to entertain you.

But my mouth serves no purpose,
it just wants you.

Yeah, babe, my mouth
spends all of its time

wanting you.

p o e T r y
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Listen carefully, remain still in your chair

            thirteen is not unlucky, it’s just a number
            like nine or twenty

a tree shows her beauty in years, not months

            I love you in minutes

The earth is round, people are flat.

Am I confusing you? Don’t worry.

Take a deep breath now,

as deep as you can go
slow, slow down.

            count to five right now,
            yes you, right now. Do we need to start over here?

Inhale

One, Two

Three, Four, Five

Hold one moment, I’ll be right with you.

Release, slow, no, slower.
Now go back to the beginning and start again,
only this time imagine the heaviest hand pressing
hard on your chest as you breathe in. Breathe in.

Now count to five,

exhale

    close your eyes

this is how I love you
the only way I know.

p o e T r y :  m I c H e l l e  b u c H a N a N

an experiment in breathing
It’s hard to be objective when writing a review about the 

poetry of someone I know, but thankfully, I don’t have 

to worry here. There’s no need for pacification in this 

collection of bloodletting. These are straight-to-the-punch 

poems that deal with loss, gain, love and dismay. Going 

right at it, she starts us out with these lines from “Denial”: 

 

I sit in this room 

breathing your sadness, 

knowing 

you want me to say 

yes, there is a God, 

meteors won’t fall from the sky 

and that tumors 

won’t eat your closest friend 

 

There is humor added in with her mid-life laments, as in 

“A Word With Bukowski,” where she is conversing with an 

older lover that: 

 

I wish you could have 

come when my breasts 

still burned men’s hands 

 

and then finally relenting to disdain with:

 

so yes, let us talk 

about worn-out furnaces, 

overdue mortgages, 

liver spots, 

and watch the buzzards 

draw straws over who 

gets the last rib 

She reminisces days of her “proud breasts” in Amalfi 

seas, past lovers with more imagination and daring 

methods, older men with “sausage fingers” that deflowered 

her youth, and of “fucking a madman/in the lull of a 

hurricane’s howl.” Yet she readily admits to now knowing 

the current may lust for his own youth in younger women 

seen “wriggle center stage” and “imagining her instead,/her 

halter top tossed free/and floating-” in her poem “Bedding 

the Butterfly.” 

There appears to be more resolve than contentment as 

she finds herself “beneath the belly/of this man called my 

husband/trampled by his sweaty thrusts” Ahh, marriage, 

where lust becomes duty and duty becomes dread.

But she has her secret admirers, her memories and her 

imagination. In “Shrinkbait,” she wonders aloud “if souls 

of the dead still can make love,/and if trees ever cry in the 

dark.” And in planning her departure, in no unsaid terms 

she pens her “Last Rites”: 

 

My only request is that 

I exit this lifetime 

straddling the lap 

of a warm, lusty man. 

muscatel tumbling empty 

from one fading hand. 

 

If ya gotta go... These are exactly the kind of poems 

women our age should be writing. We’re not dead and 

neither is our libido (or memories of one). Bras off to ya, 

Pris, you did just fine. 

—Cheryl Townsend 
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with your mustache 
you’re wheedling flesh-crazy! What 
spell-word are you canting
off a stone, your repetitions binding
gibberish to ghost-speak? 
if you concentrate, you’ll disappear 
around that mysterious word—i bang my head 
against every inside wall 
until it cracks apart, a green fruit 
shattering its sweet juices 
on air. go back to china
where they call your neurosis a song. crawl 
next door & lay on jen’s pillow
dusting the lazy 
white flower of her ear. Won’t
you stop coughing in the grass
under the tangerine tree? Yes, stop
trying to cut gold
handcuffs with an old file—

The moon’s out 
like the inside of bone 
& needle red
flecks crushed from your eyes
in the dark still fixing 
like you’ve drunk too much 
tequila. The green
grass underfoot raises its 
tail-like spires so you
can go on lonely & hilariously
counting to infinity
at the top of your tiny lungs. 
Brother, i am going 

to get my machete & end it. 
in just a few seconds i’m going to get down & 
become a lizard I won’t 
pick you up in the hexagon of my hands like a glowing 
blowfly, then release you 
a whistle down the train tracks far 
away from my front door. These are the nights

the blood inside you matters. 
little lovesick
thuamaturge, bitter
almond in the dark 
threatening stars & tit-pink 
clouds of neon & non-matter, 
you’re making fun of me. each 
time i bend down to listen 
to passions you make your tricky

click. You hold your breath.
i’m as good as you

fixing the heavens
with my own personal glare
for what are our moments here
unmastered, if not caught
in wonder? if not beating
skyward like a heart in rage?

p o e T r y

Cricket

red
red is pain, the punishment 
of a pale boy’s mouth
parted like two wet tulip 
petals pressed against darkness. 
his face pale as actor’s chalk, 
his blood-touched lips
torn across my calf, the blind 
spider of my hand taming 
down his head of hair, 
the patch of curly black asps 
toothless & snapping. Don’t 
cry! Cry—at this Oneness
i spit in your mouth
opened like a scream, tunnel-rushed
in a silent film, the red 
monster blindworm of the tongue 
slamming its numb sides 
along the dumb walls of your teeth. The red 
bell of your larynx wildly 
ringing like the last town church 
bombed in a maelstrom of fire. 
Your eyes shut to that inner 
panic of death & longing 
slick & warm as finally entering 
your first night of lovemaking—
here it is. The red 
inner lining of the self, as streams
shot through the skull, as red jets
through a bullet’s 
hole, or from the prick of a thorn
used to tattoo a grotesque red rose. 
given like the kiss of betrayal
in the gardens where cherries 
turn black, the slap i give 
hurts & you want it—
You are love’s agony 
weeping color & a drum’s
muscular thunder under it. red,
i’ll feed you.74 | mipo december 2007
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Self-portrait’s Caravaggio 
Walking Night’s pier

enjoy Flesh!

how i love the head of a limp 
 pink dollop, pursed
at the base of the groin, lip brown & reddish
another mouth ripe against death

& hard kissing, twilight’s deceitful cherub. 
 if men are erotic
at all, if undressing the rosy eclipse 
of his nipple’s silk-salmon

dare, if in his face a girl’s laughter
wears the face of a boy, if he is shy
 horse, coy 
yellow curl fallen down on bare shoulder

then be wedded. Boys who love boys
 damasked with bluish
hats, darkened like bruises & fruit pits
sulk under the Santa Monica pier, crossing

as over breastplates their arms, for warmth, 
 posing secure, leaning in, half-
concealed against night’s wall—Desire
brings them here. it brings me, & others who fail

our own sex. My little brother says, that’s gay 
meaning “stupid,” “retarded,” “illogical,” “broken,” 
 “gaudy,” & “other,” but he says that
doesn’t mean me. i think i should tell him
 
how it does, how its thumb is on 
my thigh’s purple sore, so knuckling 
 a wound with its
crooked word, its world, its squash-yellow

malignant turning. here underneath
 filial dirt & glitter
chattering upon the pier, the celestia of carnival rides
is simulating mechanical disaster, & some boys

flee their families, searching beach wood
& the view abandoned of sunsets where now 
 hot moon pools
in the footsteps, the sand gutted 

where a heel balled in. To admit 
to coming like they do, with the masculine
 image of the dog-god
biting into them, is impossible. instead

they stop to tie a shoelace. glance at nothing,
in its direction, as if waiting
 for the one who should have appeared
by now. ironically, touching arrows

on his wrist, ticking away, feigning 
impatience, here is a young one alone intoxicatingly
seeking approval from the unannounced. 
 His eyes flash iridescent 

wingfly. As they turn away, peering
into other smudges of darkness where older
 men wait hungrily, they beg. one older
one who does not look away, stares hawkish

hooking this young one supple 
with need, demanding the very skin to flourish 
magnetically, tendering, waxing aromatic, the boy-skin’s 
 movement chilled & blushing, until the apple 

curl of a lip slips off the man. Because he knows
 he will not be refused. The body wants to
want to be changed, scoured, stripped, turned in-
side out with pleasure, though the boy

doesn’t know yet how. So he risks it.
This cobalt shredding 
 distance with its panic & salty
ravishments. Behind them. The ocean
 
loud with wars. one boy
searches the grape-dark face of a man
 heralded by seagulls
like messengers of Always piercing

stars out with their slick black knives. This older
 one with his stare
penetrates the invisible. plum. Stone. Maturity:
Here is the fruit of your longing

like a net of starlight wounded & gold
brightness branched across the water.
From my window anyone
cannot see 
a dark blue swarm. Shining river. The mind 
is blackness listening though it knows 
like a glimpse streaming 
into the underworld 
the town lake down out of sight— 
if we want to 

answer absence
a cocktail party will do. Fat olives. The dark sparkling
cherries dipped in rum. Drinks
splashing their brains
against the cold, blue-violet velvet
sky. our loves, our loves never 
come back & that is why in our sicknesses we don’t 
know how to live with the dying
darkening windows. here is the last
tangerine light, its rind. 
with friends, 

with chaos, with Shostakovich, with you.
we toast our lives. we listen for the river 
we can’t see. pitch the bleeding cherries at the glass
in our drunken tantrums & weep 
for ideas. The moon 
& its musical permanence. we enjoy

our eyes dissolving like two dark aspirins
as if remembering 
once gazing at the city stupefied
by this snug warmth hovering
even under our fingernails 
enjoying again like a silence 
after lovemaking 

the darknesses in the bodies we have known.
O pale flickering 
embrace. o Synapse of our deathsleep, unscathed. 
heat undraped—
At least Shostakovich was a moth
fearing death like a sensualist. 
into his hands coughing sad 
blue threads & mists 
one of us will vomit
eventually like a demon but we’ll hold him

hold him in our arms & shave his head in our hands, 
lying the fragile 
collapsed husk of his body down 
in the cool white sheets like our beloved 
signing our curses upon his chest. Tonight 
we’ll keep up 
the violent calling of our spirits.
Kissing his eyes, touching our breasts, 
pledging our own names 
against the ground. 

shriveled like a goat’s black tongue. not caring, but
not knowing yet the consequences to offering
 himself to morning’s indifferent
man who will use him this night, rabid in-

vulnerability,
the younger one presses forward, leaning in 
 on one foot like a promise
made accidentally
 to fall, to lose, to love, 

to close his eyes against a man’s warm fur
tripped with violet—this man watching from above 
 waiting for it to happen—this boy bearing down
insinuation’s musky shadow

 to taste & give up everything.
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Coprophagy (2) Nihilist of the heart’s Divine
But you haven’t yet been held

your nose forced down in
your own feces like the dog that couldn’t 
hold it. cloth of the face 
pinched 

sponged up
by stink’s invisible grip. wrought 
blind while sniffing 
the grimacing 

odors of self, the murderous, cantankerous 
flaws, as if jealousy were cheese & 
love sweet goat’s milk 
gone bad. hatred’s 
rancid olive 
& stale 

 old roast, once 
aromatic as quail & lemongrass, now 

raw-boned & raspy punishment… The prisoner 
of war forced down into his own

foul light—

here we may think the sacrilege
of the bowels pure:

To eat of it, to taste

bitterness itself—perhaps began with the dashed 
skull of the first child fallen 
accidentally from the breast, 

to eat of its brains, the pudding 
of its eyes, of even 
its shit, when nothing’s left. 

The madness of grief when all you have 
is the mess of the body. Mess

of those ritualized 
drinks that must force & release, that drip

as from a wound, that may be left upon love’s lips,

to crust & milk-flake, to shame other 
words, other desires one may say

only as in a diary, how it burned, how it hurt,

the dark horn of it. gross & necessary, the honey

of shit even used 
as aphrodisiac. like this crime
this young soldier is forcing
his prisoner to release into the red dirt—the fecal feat

beheld, as if our soldier were shamanically 
tonguing his opal to foresee

marriages & deaths, all the histories of our kingdom
to come, all our shared clutches: desperately locked 

arms & lips, breaths & gazes that cannot be permanently
held golden within—for isn’t this why 
we tell ourselves 
we go to war?—to defend ourselves from all

the coming netherworlds of loss—The French
too have written of it,
the sacred 

dropping

night blank pearl, the cure 
for madness & convulsions, rancorous tablet
taken from a peacock, even as the bird’s green eye
risen above it like a mind, is opening
exposing with its tail

a fan of verdant moons. . .

So again here
as we are, killing. running 
through each other like the demons 
of nudity with our body’s
keys. 

Moonsheen. Tearshine. The balloons 
of the flesh waxy
as milk. Don’t give me another 
container for my love.
The mouth doesn’t want another mouth.

As a child i believed in eternity. 
I stood transfixed

before the sunset and prayed flesh would be taken 
and would return

to that static where i held my breath with 
what i thought was god. how did i lose this 

vision—it was smothering—

once an older lover closed my eyes
and came the moment, and over me
he stopped. why refuse 

the stain, shrouding desire’s
bluest view? My older lover in the world’s 

unknown, i was ready. i 
was lucretius, dying with his body, having plunged 
the tip of the dagger into his own 

heaving breast, the lip-dabbed 
potion his wife offered enough to send him like 
the dark garlic of immobility. 

whatever the soul is, i accepted

drops of milk, arms 
on my arms, shadow and hair, hardness
in its handle lifted into me, cries,
the kiss of a man
against 

man, the whip
of sunset lashed like this devil’s leather slap
across the pale vulnerable
world. 

This world. As it happened. our destruction
and not in secrecy our sighing off 
twilight, the thickening 
thorny kingdom

in which we two 
have been seen, heard also
fixing the knife inside the other—

the window gaping, the train 
outside wailing for love. Again. Against 

love’s idea. The immortal, disappointing.
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Barbara Jane ReyesBarbara Jane Reyes
The Bamboo’s Insomnia

The Bamboo’s Insomnia 2

After Eduardo Galeano

I can’t sleep. There is a poet stuck between the love lines of my palms. And I would tell her to 
get out if I could, but there is a poet stuck inside the cradle of my bones and tendons.

Once upon a time, there was a seed, the tiniest speck in a dark sea of soil. But this seed did 
not know he was a seed, smaller than a fish eye he was. No light penetrated the dark soil, and 
so he broke himself open, and he stretched parts of himself into this soil, grabbed a hold of it 
and pushed himself upward. Lightbound, he pushed and grew into a tangle of eyes and hair 
and tendrils, thickening. 

It occurred to him he had not yet learned to speak nor to breathe. And so he grew himself 
into taut stalks, breaking soil, anticipating sky, while tendrils pulling water through his veins 
toughened him. He did not know his own name, but he knew rumors and dreams of air and 
mischievous birds. 

This place before him was not a void but a crawl space, a tunnel he carved for himself inside 
of his mother’s body dying all around him. He broke right through her. He knew no other 
way.

There is no known portrait of her face, he now laments. Only my mosaic of many scattered 
stones.
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Yes, I’ve read this. She does not tell him that now that she thinks about it, she doesn’t know where she 
has read this.

But you know Ferdinand Magellan’s name was not Ferdinand Magellan. People called him Fernando 
or Hernando de Magallanes if they were Spaniards, or Fernão de Magalhães if they were Portuguese. 
Didn’t you ever wonder what kind of a proper Iberian name “Magellan” is in the first place? It’s not. 
But the numbers of de Magallanes are powerful so we generally do not speak that name.

Okay. Now then.

Now what if there were no Datu named Lapu-Lapu? Where is there documentation that he lived? 
Why would the natives tell the Europeans their names? The bronze hero statue at Mactan Island is no 
more than your komik book hero. That Pigafetta man who witnessed de Magallanes’ death did not 
document the existence of one Datu Lapu-Lapu.

No, he told us nothing of a Datu named Lapu-Lapu. And why would the natives tell the Europeans 
their names? That Pigafetta wrote of many Indians hurling many bamboo spears at the face of his 
Capitán. He wrote that his Capitán was mortally wounded by “a scimitar, only being larger.” This 
weapon we know better as the kampilan. No, we could not expect that Pigafetta would know of our 
kampilan.

Many natives killed de Magallanes then. But I think the natives poisoned him. I think they fed him 
a poisoned fish, a poisoned Lapu-Lapu fish. The natives then attributed the killing to a fictional 
man in order to avoid retaliation. For Lapu-Lapu, it could be read as three plus one plus seven plus 
three and again three plus one plus seven plus three equals twenty-eight which is ten, and that is the 
number one. Or twelve plus one plus sixteen plus twenty-one equals fifty, and again, twelve plus one 
plus sixteen plus twenty-one equals fifty, and together that equals one-hundred, and again, that is the 
number one.

He is a fine leader, quite skilled, this number one. He is the sort of leader who single-mindedly initiates 
the action. He does not exercise restraint. Some have also said that he is the Magician, wielder of all 
the elements. And this is why they chose this fish to hold the poison that killed the man.

But what about Pigafetta’s battle scene then?

Ah little sister, why would you believe the words of that Pigafetta? Just because it is written?

You know, they call the fish “Lapu-Lapu” because it is pula. Pulang-pula.

   So there you have it. The killer of Ferdinand Magellan — fried fish, one mean escabeche. 

Remember that old cat she met in the city. Now, this was in 
SoMa, so on the streets you meet all kinds of characters, medicated, 
boozed, generally the kind of folk who have got lots of story. Now 
this old Pinoy cat, cataracted, leathery, he dragged himself into the 
bookstore one evening, weighted by many plastic shopping bags, 
crumpled VA documents, some dull pencils, and handwriting 
on binder paper: Numbers, but not horse racing odds. A 
military issue wool trench coat covered his hunching 
body. Its brass buttons highly polished.

Still waiting on pension, he pointed, 
see here. You read. “Pensyon ay ang 
benepisyong bayad sa panggiyerang 
sundalong beterano na may kakaunting 
suweldo, at permanenting hindi na maka 
kilos kailanman o edad na 65 pataas.”

Ah, little sister, I have stories. I have one 
for you. You know that Magellan was 
killed by Lapu-Lapu.

Killer of Ferdinand Magellan
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Invasive and Exotic Species: any species, including 
its seeds, eggs, spores, or other biological material 
capable of propagating that species, that is not 
native to that ecosystem; and whose introduction 
does or is likely to cause economic or environmental 
harm or harm to human health.

— from invasive.org 

...each entwines the other’s crabbed advance...
—from Nathaniel Mackey, Splay Anthem

We are your rainforest sisters
We are your tropical brothers 
We are your weed-like foreigners
We are your propagating foreigners
We are your rice crop raiders
We are your sugar cane raiders
We are your egg stealers
We are your female stealers
We are your fruit and seed eaters
We are your anything eaters
We are your pandemic carriers 
We are your garbage can foragers
We are your dumpster divers
We are your village edge dwellers 
We are your dark animal others 
We are your monkey others

Written after the Ifugao Music and 
Dance Ensemble of Banaue
San Francisco performance, 
September 2007

hold arm taut kastoy
flat palm down kastoy
flick wrist so kastoy
ima pagay billít angin
step gong clang step
step trance chant step
clink bronze band clink
ima pagay billít angin 
step plant bend step
step dip twirl step
tap wood click tap
ima pagay billít angin
step ripe earth step
step cut swirl step
thresh husk drum thresh
ima pagay billít angin

We, Spoken Here

Upland Dance
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Reb Livingston knows how to have a good time and in 

this saucy collection of poems, she expounds on a few 

recollections with the same jazzy fun that probably caused 

them. I like her obvious enjoyment of words, how she 

teases them into a poem then has her way with them. 

In the poem “Almost Took A Lover Once,” she boasts “(he 

was pleasing, so pleasing, he fissured my mind)...” And 

much the continuation of relating the relations goes on 

with perky lines that could easily stand alone, though why 

would they when they have so much fun joined together 

with others? 

In “What Doesn’t Do,” Reb asks, “Am I the flesh that’s lost 

her way?” Not at all, darlin’, you’re leading it. Reminding 

me of Amy Winehouse, she tells us in the poem “Still 

Feeling It” that she is “still feeling fucked up and fake,” 

which I— as well as most of her readers—can assuredly 

identify with. These are nodders, been-there-felt-that 

poems that are going to make you smile in sweet memory.

You may not as easily admit to them, but you are going to 

feel a little reminiscing going on. You’re going to remember 

“always panting for the again” as she confesses in “No 

Room at the Necropolis,” and I think every woman has 

“placed faith in the talent of fingers” somewhere in their 

libidinous life, as Reb has in “Brevity Is Not My Soul.” 

It’s always delightful to read women who have so much 

to give and enjoy giving it. There’s no shame there, nor 

should there be. Bravo, Reb Livingston. Bravo! 

—Cheryl Townsend

m I c r o - r e v I e w

YOur TEN FAvOrITE WOrDs 
by reb Livingston

Coconut Books / 978-0-6151-6182-2 / 75pps / $?

A  M E N E N D E Z  P U B L I C A T I O N

by Birdie Jaworski

Coming soon from 
Birdie Jaworski

Don’t Shoot! 
I’m Just the  
Avon Lady!

a  M e n e n d e z  p u b l i c a t i o n
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the web and pdf publications. The option of having your work published in all four mediums 
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contributor copy up to the spring of 2008.
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Solstice, look inside five men’s wounds
and weep your antibiotic Labor Day Sale.
If FOX ATTACKS epididymitis with a hot calendar
of you breast-feeding all your abortions,
the records will be spun.or eaten alive;
the soldier and the nun will switch occupations
and end their mouths against a permanent gloss.
GUESS WHO HE IS!
The dark embalmer of your pets / self-restraint?
The sex behind jigsaw puzzles?
The man who wears your rape like a piece of nostalgia?
Looking for a drummer / bassist in LA?
NOTHING CAN PREVENT THE BEES!
Their honey slowed your crimes anyway,
so you whimper to the partially-sawed floor,
“We have all just taken a pay cut!”
No one gifts your house with any suffering.
Your carpentry becomes the massacre you need to share
because you are less than urgent news
- lol - cut my hair off today - this bullshit.
What makes you think hair once crawled that scalp?

a  p o e m  f r o m  m y S p a c e Myspace.com is a social network which made it to 
the Academy Awards last year when Ellen DeGeneres 
wanted to get her picture taken with Clint Eastwood 
for her Myspace page. It seems that poets too have 
found their way to Myspace, and MiPOesias is there. I 
asked a few writers to put together a poem using some 
of the phrases posted on bulletin boards, and Sean 
Kilpatrick submitted this one.

Sean Kilpatrick is a currently unemployed forensic photographer living in 

Detroit. He maintains an interview blog (anorexicchlorinesextoymuseum.

blogspot.com) and is published or forthcoming in Lungfull!, La 

Petite Zine, 5_trope, Word Riot, horse less review, zafusy, Sawbuck, 

Pindeldyboz, Epicenter, Action Yes!, and The Black Economy.

Sean 
Kilpatrick
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